Wide Area Networks
A Wide Area Network (WAN) connects multiple sites to create an organisation’s own
virtual secure private network. Its performance is critical to ensure your business
runs smoothly, people stay productive and data is secure. You can’t afford lengthy
periods of downtime, outages or poor connectivity. Security, resilience, capacity,
speed and reliability are all essential to enable multiple network services to operate
simultaneously - while balancing this with value for money.
Ultima, powered by Convergence Group, can supply a WAN solution that
ensures your network is always operating at optimum performance, every
minute of every day.

Why choose us?
We deliver WAN differently. Through our partnership with Convergence Group, a leading aggregator and
primary partner to each of the major networks, we receive a preferential service and better responsiveness
from tier 1 suppliers. This also means we can mix and match seamlessly between carriers to get the best
combination of price, connectivity, capacity and speed.
By first understanding your situation, drivers and future plans, we’ll devise a WAN solution that is perfectly
suited to your short and longer-term needs. We then manage the whole service for you - proactively
monitoring the network every day to make sure it’s always operating at optimum performance and
delivering maximum value for money.
High performance network
Leading carriers
Dedicated and personalised service

WAN Solutions
Point-to-point connecting two sites

A hub-and-spoke model with branch sites communicating only with the central hub
Any-to-any where every site is connected to every other site

A combination with different sites connected in different configurations

Software Defined WAN (SD-WAN) - competitively-priced secure network connectivity
Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) - routing data through the best path
Firewalls - managed firewall and web filtering services for extra security

Key Benefits
Flexible WAN options
Powered by Convergence Group, we provide a set of comprehensive and flexible WAN services,
from private WAN and MPLS to SD-WAN.
Greater network capacity
Aggregating the fibre services of all tier 1 carriers allows us to deliver better circuit volumes and
greater network capacity.
Wider coverage
No single carrier offers 100% geographic coverage. By working with all the top networks, we use
the best from each to ensure great connectivity wherever you are.
Competitive pricing
Like an insurance broker who knows the market, we work closely with network providers and 		
leverage our position to secure the best deal for your business.
Better support
We pride ourselves on offering a superior service. Just ask us once, and we’ll get the job done for
you.
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